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Due to the extensive development of fractures and serious heterogeneity in fractured
reservoirs, it is difficult for the traditional numerical simulation method to invert its geology,
which greatly limits the efficiency and accuracy of simulation and cannot realize the real-
time optimization of production scheme. The connectivity model can only consider the two
characteristic parameters of conductivity and connectivity volume, which does not involve
complex and rigorous geological modeling. It can quickly and accurately reflect the state of
the real reservoir, greatly reducing the simulation time, and is suitable for real-time
production performance prediction of the reservoir. Due to the large difference in
conductivity of fractured reservoirs, the difficulty of fitting increases. In this paper, the
connectivity model is first applied to fractured reservoirs to realize the production dynamic
simulation of fractured reservoirs. The optimization principle is used to optimize the
injection-production scheme with the economic net present value as the objective
function. In order to verify the method, the connectivity model is applied to Mu 30 of
Changqing Oilfield in this paper. The results show that this method can effectively reflect
the real production situation of the oilfield and the connectivity of the reservoir, and the
simulation time is relatively fast. After optimization, the cumulative oil production of the
reservoir increases by 8.1%, the cumulative water injection decreases by 2.3%, and the
rising rate of water cut decreases by 58.8%, indicating that the connectivity model can
realize the real-time production optimization of the reservoir.
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INTRODUCTION

With the progress of global, low permeability reservoir exploration and fracturing technology, the
development of fractured reservoirs has become more and more common. The BP2030 World
Energy Outlook report shows the world’s tight oil reservoir development prospects. The tight oil
resources in North America are about 100 × 108 t, and those in Asia-Pacific region are about 90 ×
108 t. Almost half of the current increase in global oil production is expected to come from tight oil
reservoirs by 2030, which will meet 5–9% of global demand (Li, 2013). Most of the exploitation of
tight oil needs fracturing, so it can be said that fractured reservoirs are the main theme of future
reservoir exploitation.

A fractured reservoir is a reservoir where fractures have an important impact on fluid flow or
effective permeability of porous media (Xu, 2017). It is a manifestation of reservoir permeability and
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porosity heterogeneity. Fractured reservoirs are more complex
than ordinary sandstone reservoirs due to the extensive
development of fractures and serious heterogeneity. Since the
large-scale development of fractured reservoirs in 1970s, the
development of most fractured reservoirs has been
unsatisfactory. Even if fractured reservoirs are successfully
economically exploited, the recovery factor is generally only
13–15%, which remains to be improved. One of the reasons
for this situation is the lack of understanding of fracture
identification, distribution law and fluid flow dynamics in
fractures (Xu et al., 2021).

Fracture is the main channel of oil and gas seepage in fractured
reservoirs, and its location distribution and characteristics are
crucial to the productivity of oil and gas reservoirs (Sheng et al.,
2019). Therefore, it is of great significance to accurately simulate
the fracture seepage characteristics of oil and gas reservoirs.
Interwell connectivity research is an important tool for
reservoir description and dynamic analysis (Liu et al., 2003;
Yang, 2004; Tang et al., 2008). Common connectivity
methods, such as tracer, well test, and interwell micro seismic,
are complex in implementation, long in interpretation cycle, and
affect normal production. Therefore, the application range is
limited, and it is difficult to meet the needs of rapid
understanding of reservoirs (Liao et al., 2002; Yang et al.,
2002; Du and Yang, 2007). The reservoir is a dynamic system.
The fluctuation of liquid production caused by the change of
injection volume is the characteristic reflection of the connection
between oil and water wells, and the fluctuation range of liquid
production is also related to the degree of connection (Zhao et al.,
2010). Therefore, using injection-production data to study
interwell connectivity becomes a very important method.

On the connectivity between wells, scholars have done much
research, Yousef et al. (2006) based on the principle of
hydropower similarity and material balance equation,
introduced capacitance and reactance two parameters,
established a data-driven model based on injection well
production data--capacitance resistance model (CRM), using
fitting and inversion algorithm, inversion of well connectivity.
Subsequently, in order to consider the effects of well logging,
shut-in, capillary force and other functions, and accelerate the
calculation speed of the model, many scholars have improved the
CRM (Kaviani et al., 2008; Sayarpour, 2008; Sayarpour et al.,
2010; Nguyen et al., 2011; Salazar-Bustamante et al., 2012).
Because CRM is difficult to consider the physical properties of
reservoir and fluid in the process of seepage, the long-term
prediction effect is poor. Therefore, Gherebati et al. (2016)
simplified the reservoir into a series of connected networks of
injection and production wells by using well location information
and production data of injection and production wells. According
to the principle of seepage mechanics and material balance
equation, the connectivity conductivity between wells was
calculated by inversion of production data of injection and
production, and then a data-driven reservoir connected
network model was formed. All kinds of data-driven models
proposed by the above scholars have basically realized the
prediction of production performance and the evaluation of
interwell connectivity, but there are some shortcomings, such

as the model is too ideal, the consideration factors are less, the
inversion parameters are lack of clear geological significance, the
oil-water two-phase data cannot be predicted and fitted, the water
content cannot be predicted, and the volume of dominant
channels cannot be obtained. In view of the shortcomings of
the above methods, Hui et al. (2015) first created a Physics-Based
Data-Driven Model with clear physical meaning, which was
named INSIM (Interwell Numerical Simulation Model). The
data-driven model uses parameters such as interwell
conductivity and connected volume to reflect the entire
reservoir. The reservoir is simplified into a series of connected
units. Taking the connected unit as the object, the material
balance equation can be established and the pressure can be
calculated. At the same time, the shock wave theory is introduced
to track the saturation front, so as to obtain the dynamic data such
as injection-production well pressure and production, and realize
the rapid simulation and prediction of oil and water wells. This
method is the first to achieve the goal of production prediction
and optimization decision of water flooding reservoir using actual
production data. The method uses historical fitting and
optimization algorithm to solve the model, inverses the
conductivity and connectivity volume between wells, and
identifies connectivity. It quantitatively reveals the dominant
connectivity direction, water injection splitting effect, water
intrusion, etc. The interwell connectivity method only
considers two characteristic parameters of conductivity and
connectivity volume, which does not involve complex and
rigorous geological modeling. It can quickly and accurately
reflect the state of the real reservoir, greatly shortening the
simulation time, and is suitable for real-time production
performance prediction of the reservoir.

At present, the INSIM model has been widely used in
reservoirs such as single medium, and it has not been applied
to fractured reservoirs. In this paper, the INSIM model is first
applied to fractured reservoirs to realize the production dynamic
simulation of fractured reservoirs, and the injection-production
scheme is optimized by using the optimization principle with the
economic net present value as the objective function. In order to
show that the method is suitable for fractured reservoirs, the
method is applied to Mu 30 of Changqing Oilfield with
prominent fracture development. The results show that the
method can effectively reflect the real production and
connectivity of the reservoir, and the simulation time is
relatively rapid.

RESERVOIR CONDITION

The development layer of Mu 30 is Chang 8. The geology of
Chang 8 is dominated by sandy debris flow deposits, followed by
semi-deep lake and deep lake mud microfacies. The sand body
connectivity is good, and the sand body is plane distribution. The
natural fractures in the reservior are prominent, mostly in the
northeast-southwest direction. Sand body thickness is 13.4 m,
average porosity is 10.10%, average permeability is 0.79 ×
10−3 μm2, average surface crude oil viscosity is 5.59 mPa s,
average reservoir thickness is 10.9 m, original formation
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pressure is 19.89 Mpa, formation pressure maintains 79.4%. Mu
30 has been put into production since January 2010. As of March
2021, the reservoir has been put into production for 4,108 days.
At present, there are 143 wells (81 horizontal wells and 62 vertical
wells) and 106 injection wells in Mu 30. The daily liquid
production level of the reservoir is 537 t (440 t for horizontal
wells), the daily oil production level is 263 t (217 t for horizontal
wells), the comprehensive water cut is 51.0% (50.6% for
horizontal wells), the recovery degree is 2.41%, the oil-bearing
area is 74 km2, the geological reserves are 2,965 × 104 t, the
recoverable reserves are 542.19 × 104 t, and the calibration
recovery rate is 18.3%. The development of five-spot well
pattern and seven-spot well pattern is given priority. The well
spacing is 600 × 150 m. There are 30 five-spot well pattern, 755 m
horizontal section, 23 seven-spot well pattern, 850 m horizontal
section, 16 seven-spot to five-spot, 802 m horizontal section, 12
irregular well pattern and 1166 m horizontal section. Fractures in
Mu30 are prominent. At present, there is no scientific injection-
production scheme to guide mining, resulting in a rapid increase
in water content and low recovery in this reservoir. Although the
traditional numerical simulation can carry out geological
inversion and simulation, and then get a more suitable
injection and production scheme, the production cycle of Mu
30 is too long, the traditional numerical simulation fitting is
difficult, the efficiency is too low, and it cannot be quickly and
accurately optimized in real time.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Overview of INSIM Method
The interwell connectivity model takes well points as the basic
unit, and simplifies the complex geological description between
well points into two important characteristic parameters: the
interwell conductivity Tij and the connected volume Vpi, The
interwell connectivity model takes well points as the basic unit,
and simplifies the complex geological description between well
points into two important characteristic parameters: the interwell
conductivity Tij and the connected volume Vpi. The former
represents the seepage velocity under unit pressure difference,
which can better reflect the average seepage capacity and
dominant conduction direction between wells. The latter
represents the material basis of the connected unit, which can
reflect the control range and volume of water flooding
between wells.

Setting i well as production well and j well as injection well,
taking injection-production unit composed of i well and j well as
reference, considering only oil-water two-phase flow and
ignoring the influence of temperature, regardless of gravity
and viscosity, the material balance equation is established as
follows (Zhao et al., 2016):

∑Nw

j�1
Tij(pn

j − pn
i ) + qni � CtVpi

pn
i − pn−1

i

Δt (1)

Where i, j represents well number;Nw is the total number of wells;
Tij represents the average conductivity of wells i and j, m3/

(d·MPa); n is time step; pi
n and pj

n represent the average
reservoir pressure at time n in well i and well j, respectively,
MPa; qi

n is the flow rate of the well i at the time n, water injection
is positive, oil production is negative, m3/d; Ct is the reservoir
comprehensive compression coefficient, MPa−1; Δt is time
interval, d; Vpi is the connected volume of the drainage area of
the well i, m3.

The pressure of the above equation is solved to obtain the
bottom hole flow pressure of each node. On this basis, the
saturation is tracked, and the saturation equation is obtained
as follows:

dfn
w,j,i

dSnw,j,i
� min

⎧⎨⎩dfp
w,j

dSpw,j

Qp
pv,i,j

Qn
pv,i,j

,
dfn

w,i

dSnw,i
+ 1
Qn

pv,j,i

⎫⎬⎭ (2)

For multiple perforation points of the horizontal well, the
pressure loss in the horizontal section is ignored in flow
simulation, and the horizontal well is represent as multiple
connected virtual well points. Taking into the original
material balance equation can be solved to obtain oil
production rate, water content and other related
production index function.

Connectivity Model of Mu 30
When establishing the model, the initial value of conductivity and
connectivity volume is assigned based on the physical properties
of each well point in the reservoir, so that the initial connectivity
model is consistent with the reservoir. Since there are too many
perforation points in horizontal wells in the reservoir, in order
to facilitate the analysis and judgment of the established
connectivity model, the perforation points of each horizontal
well are simplified into four. After simplification, the number of
summary points in the reservoir is 492. In order to accurately
reflect the actual situation of the reservoir, it is necessary to
conduct historical fitting. The oil production of a single well and
reservoir is used as the fitting index, and the conductivity and
connected volume of the connectivity model are automatically,
historically fitted. The reservoir fitting results are shown in

FIGURE 1 | Fitting results.
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Figure 1, and the inversion results of characteristic parameters
are shown in Figure 2.

The fitting results show that the overall fitting rate reaches
more than 80%, and the oil-water dynamic fitting results of the
reservoir and single well are relatively accurate, which can better
reflect the real geological conditions of the reservoir. It is worth
noting that the automatic historical fitting stage of the model
takes about 48 hours, which is greatly shortened compared with
the traditional numerical simulation software ECLIPSE fitting
7–14 days. It can be seen that the model has good application
effect for actual reservoirs and can provide help for real-time
production optimization strategy formulation.

RESEARCH ON PRODUCTION
OPTIMIZATION OF MU 30

Automatic Optimization Method
Based on the fitted reservoir model, the production optimization
control model is established considering various constraints, so as
to realize the dynamic optimization of injection-production
measures. The production optimization of reservoirs usually
uses the economic net present value NPV as the optimization
objective function to establish a mathematical model. The three-
dimensional three-phase reservoir simulator is used to describe
the reservoir development and production system, and the
economic net present value (NPV) during the production
period is used as the performance index function to evaluate
the economic benefits. The expression is:

J(u) � ∑L
n�1

⎡⎢⎢⎣∑NP

j�1
(roqno,j − rwq

n
w,j) −∑NI

i�1
rwiq

n
wi,i

⎤⎥⎥⎦ Δtn
(1 + b)tn (3)

Where J is the performance index function to be optimized; L is
control steps; NP is the total number of production wells; NI is

the total number of water injection wells; ro is crude oil price,
$/STB; rw is cost price for water production, $/STB; rwi is the
water injection price, $/STB; qno,j is the average oil production rate
at time n of the production well j, STB/d; qnw,j is the average water
production rate at time n of the production well j, STB/d; qnwi,i is
the average water injection rate at time n of the injection well i,
STB/d; b is the average annual interest rate, %; Δtn is the time step
of the simulation calculation at time n, d; tn is the cumulative
calculation time at time n, year; u is theNu-dimensional control
variable vector.

In actual production, it is necessary to implement certain
restrictions on the operation of wells, that is, the control variables
need to meet certain constraints. The constraint conditions are
mainly linear or nonlinear, including equality, inequality and
boundary constraints. Equation constraints such as reservoir
overall liquid production or injection volume is a certain
value. Inequality constraints usually require liquid production
and injection volume of the reservoir to be limited by the working
capacity of oilfield equipment.

The constraint conditions can be expressed as follows:

ei(u, y,m) � 0, i � 1, 2,/, ne (4-1)

cj(u, y,m)≤ 0, j � 1, 2,/, nc (4-2)

ulow
l ≤ ul ≤ u

up
l , l � 1, 2,/, Nu (4-3)

Where ulowl and uupl represent the upper and lower boundaries of
the l control variable ul; ei(u, y,m) � 0 and cj(u, y,m)< 0 are
equality constraint conditions and inequality constraint
conditions, respectively. It can be seen that for the reservoir
production optimization problem, it is to obtain the maximum
value of the objective function J and the corresponding optimal
control variable up under the condition that the control variables
meet various constraints.

After the optimization model is established, it is necessary to
solve the model. Since the model has many dimensions and

FIGURE 2 | Inversion of connected parameter.
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constraints, and the optimization gradient is difficult to calculate,
the gradient-free random disturbance algorithm is selected for
solving.

The gradient-free stochastic perturbation algorithm, also
known as SPSA (Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic
Approximation), is a perturbation method similar to the
finite difference method, which was first proposed by Spall
et al., in 1992. The characteristic of SPSA algorithm is
that random variables are used to disturb all control
variables at the same time in an iterative step, so that the
computational cost of gradient solution is greatly reduced.
The SPSA algorithm can quickly find the local optimal
solution of the complex model, which is suitable for solving
the problems that the model has, its many dimensions,
many constraints and the when the optimization gradient is
difficult to calculate.

Optimization Results of Mu 30
As can be seen from the formula (3), if ro � 1, rw � 0, b � 0,
rwi � 0, the objective function is changed from economic net
present value to cumulative oil production. In this way, we
can take the improvement of cumulative oil production as the
optimization objective and the single well water injection
rate as the optimization object. The final water injection
and liquid production simulation for 1 year are used as the
original scheme, and the automatic algorithm is used to
optimize the scheme with 30 days as the time step. Finally,
the production optimization scheme obtained. Table 1 shows
the injection-production optimization scheme of MP 91
well group in Mu 30. In order to ensure the feasibility of
field implementation, the optimization constraint conditions
limit the upper and lower boundaries of oil well liquid
production and water injection, so that the liquid production
and water injection fluctuate by 20% in the current system.
However, the current liquid production of the oil well is very
small, so the liquid production of the oil well does not
change much.

The cumulative oil production in the following year
increased by 8.5% from 59,800 to 64,900 m3. The
cumulative water injection decreased by 3.3% from 4.181 to
4.043 million m3. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the water
content in the historical stage of the reservoir has been

increasing. The water content in the last year has increased
by 0.46%. After 1 year of optimization, the water content began
to decline, and the water content decreased by 0.13%.
Compared with the previous year of optimization, the water
content increased by 58.8%.

CONCLUSION

1) The INSIMmodel is used to simulate and match the history of
fractured reservoirs. The simulation results show that the
model can effectively reflect the real production and
connectivity of fractured reservoirs, and the simulation
time is relatively fast, which can lay the foundation for
real-time production optimization of reservoirs.

2) According to the optimization principle, the economic
net present value NPV is used as the optimization
objective function, and the upper and lower limits of
single well production or water injection are used as the
constraint conditions to establish the optimization
mathematical model. The model is solved by the gradient-
free stochastic disturbance automatic optimization algorithm.
The results show that the cumulative oil production of
the optimized reservoir increases by 8.1%, the cumulative

TABLE 1 | Optimizing production measures.

MP91 (m3) M110-1 (m3) M110-2 (m3) M108-2 (m3) M108-1 (m3)

2021/5/1 7.77 5.00 11.00 6.00 12.00
2021/5/31 7.34 9.00 16.00 7.00 14.00
2021/6/30 7.29 9.00 14.00 6.00 19.00
2021/7/30 7.16 12.00 14.00 6.00 21.00
2021/8/29 7.55 11.00 13.00 7.00 17.00
2021/9/28 7.45 8.00 9.00 6.00 14.00
2021/10/28 7.85 7.00 8.00 7.00 15.00
2021/11/27 8.19 6.00 6.00 9.00 11.00
2021/12/27 7.48 6.00 6.00 9.00 16.00
2022/1/26 7.65 6.00 7.00 8.00 17.00
2022/2/25 7.53 10.00 10.00 8.00 10.00
2022/3/27 6.69 9.00 10.00 7.00 7.00

FIGURE 3 | Optimization results.
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water injection decreases by 2.3%, and the water cut
increase rate decreases by 58.8%. The gradient-free
intelligent optimization method based on interwell
connectivity used in this paper can realize the real-time
production optimization of fractured reservoirs.
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